The limitations to the achievement of low kinetic energies for laser cooling of single ions confined in electromagnetic traps are discussed. Sideband cooling of an ion in an rf (Paul) trap is reexamined including the effects of finite laser bandwidth and the energy of the rf micromotion. The micromotion is the oscillatory motion of the ion at the same frequency as the rf voltage applied to the trap electrodes. Sideband cooling of ions in a Penning trap is examined for the first time. In both cases, cooling to the zero-point energy of the ion in the trap should be possible and a method for verifying this condition is suggested. The implications for high-resolution, high-accuracy spectroscopy are investigated. Under certain conditions, the uncertainty in the second-order Doppler shift may be significantly less than 1 part in 10".
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past few years, the number of experimental and theoretical investigations of laser cooling has increased dramatically. ' Much of this initial work has concentrated on characterizing the cooling process and understanding the lower limits to cooling. This is partly because the attainment of very low velocities will be important in applications such as high-resolution spectroscopy (reduction of Doppler shifts) and low-energy studies of atom-atom and atom-surface interactions. Minimum kinetic energies have often been expressed in terms of temperature. For free or weakly bound atomic particles, we make the identification m ( v; ) /2=k~T; /2 where m (v; )/2 is the kinetic energy in the ith degree of freedom, T; is the temperature for that degree of freedom, and kz is Boltzmann's constant. For atomic particles bound in a harmonic well, T defined by the above relationship is therefore a measure of the average kinetic energy in the x direction.
When the above relationship between kinetic energy and temperature holds, and when laser cooling is accomplished by driving a single photon transition, the minimum achievable temperature is given by the "Doppler" cooling limit (or "heavy particle" limit ),
have recently been achieved by Chu and co-workers using neutral sodium atoms. They demonstrated a temperature (T =240+6' pK) equal to the Doppler cooling limit using three intersecting and mutually perpendicular, standing-wave laser beams which were tuned to give maximum cooling.
For trapped ions or atoms, cooling in the "sideband" limit (when y &&co") is achieved by tuning the incident radiation to one of the lower motional sidebands of the atomic absorption. For example, in Fig. 1 , the laser is assumed to be tuned to coo -co"where coo is the transition frequency for the atom at rest. In this case, the minimum kinetic energy achieved is often given in terms of the mean occupation number (n, ) (coL) FIG. 1. Absorption spectrum of a single ion bound in a harmonic well, e.g. , the absorption spectrum for the secular motion in an rf trap. It is assumed that co"(oscillation frequency of the ion in the harmonic well)~~@ (radiative linewidth of the cooling transition). The Lamb-Dicke limit is assumed, i.e. , ion excursions are less than k/2~=c/mo. Therefore, the intensity of the sidebands is small compared to the carrier at coo. Maximum cooling is achieved for a narrow-band laser ( (2) and (3), we achieve the minimum temperature in the sideband cooling limit, T, =Pm, /[kiiln( ( n, ) ')] =%co, /[ kilin( cv, /Cy )] . Equations (1) and (4) show that lower temperatures could be achieved by using weakly allowed transitions (smaller values of y). In addition, lower teinperatures could be achieved by using combinations of evaporative and adiabatic cooling and/or novel cooling schemes using more than one atomic transition or nonadiabatic manipulation of trap parameters. ' Let n&"denote the nth vibration state of the ion in the x direction. The subscript l means that this is the initial (I, lower) vibration state of the ion before scattering. Let P(ni") be the probability that the ion is in the initial state with quantum number ni, where Q"P( n"i)=1.
Assume that the ion is irradiated with a narrow-band laser (bandwidth b, coL «y) directed along the x direction.
The average rate of energy change in the ith direction due to this laser in the x direction is given by (E, ) =N Fig. 1 ), (E; ) =N [(n )P"(Rf"-fo; fico )F +Rf"y l(4co") +(Rf"+5; fico )((n )+1)P y l(16co )] .
In Eq. (6) (N, ) 
where terms of higher order in P"have been neglected. 
If the laser linewidth is much less than y, F"=1yielding (n ) =5y /16cp, which is the result of Ref. 11.
Equation (10) is valid in the Lamb-Dicke limit, R /Ace && 1. To find corrections to this expression which are first order in i3 =R/Ace we must include matrix elements (n -2~e '""~n , ) and (n"+2~e '"'~n , ) in Eq. (5) and take e' =1+I.kx -k x /2. In this case we obtain Case 2. Suppose we have three laser beams directed along the x, y, and z axes which are tuned to the appropriate first lower sidebands for each direction. We must write an equation for (E ), the rate of energy change in the x direction, using Eq. (6), and the analogous equations which give contributions to (E")from the y and z beams. Similarly, we must write equations for (E» ) and (E, ). In steady state we can solve these three equations for (n"), (n, ) , and (n ). The. se expressions are somewhat complicated but reffect the basic idea that if one of the scatter rates is large, say N »N, N"and if f,"=f, » =f"and cp =cp» =co" then (n» ), n, ) »(n") due to the recoil heating in the y and z directions from the laser directed along the x direction. If, however, we examine the special case where N; =N, , cp, =cp, , F; =F, , and f"=f, J 3 (i, j =x, y, z), then (n ) =(n») =(n, ) where (n ) is given by Eq. (10). In this case, laser cooling and recoil heating are approximately equal in the x, y, and z directions.
Case 3. Suppose we have one laser beam (intensity I) at some oblique angle with respect to the x, y, and z axes. If f, =f» =f", then it is natural to choose k parallel to x+y+z in order to avoid excessive recoil heating along any axis. This is also a natural choice for a typical ion trap where the inner ring diameter is equal to &2 times the endcap-to-endcap separation.
Here, the x+ y+ z direction splits the gap between ring and endcaps. Thus the x+y+z direction is a practical choice for introducing laser beams into the trap. In this case, N from Eqs. (5) and (6) 
From the above arguments, it is clear that we must also make the same restriction on~cp, -cp,~and~cp» -cp,~.
The condition in Eq. (12) can also be obtained by assuming that we want~cp; -cpi~to be larger than the inverse of the time constant for laser cooling. In an axially symmetric rf trap, co =co . Therefore, in order to achieve the condition given by Eq. (12), the axial symmetry must intentionally be destroyed.
Thus, if the condition of Eq.
(12) holds, Eq. (6) and the analogous equations for (E, » ) and (E;, ) in steady state give 12f"+1 (n, ) = (y/cp, ) 16F (13) Equation (13) The right-hand side of Eq. (14) is larger than Eq. (2) by a factor of approximately AIL /y. As an example, assume /2~=1 MHz A~L/2~=-100 kHz y/2~=1 kHz and f"=-, '. Then ( n; ) =2 && 10
The meaning of (n; ) « 1 is the following. After most photon scattering events, the ion's energy in the well is equal to 3%co, /2, the zero-point energy. That is, most of the time the ion scatters a photon without recoil energy being imparted to the oscillation in the well. Infrequently, after some scattering events, the ion's energy in the well is equal to (3/2+1)fico" that is, the ion recoils into the first harmonic osci1lator state, for some direction.
Once in the first harmonic oscillator state, it is pumped by the sideband cooling mechanism back to the zero-pointenergy state. That the ion does not assume some intermediate energy state in the well is rejected in the discrete spectrum of fluorescence. " We also note that when the ion spontaneously emits a photon, its energy, when averaged over many scattering events, increases by R per emission event, " even though after any given scattering event, the vibrational energy can only change by zero or some multiple of fm, . Therefore, on the average, approximately Ace, /R scattering events occur before the ion recoils into the first harmonic oscillator state. With very high probability, the next scattering event returns the ion to the zero-point energy state. Fig. 3(a) . The z electric field due to the antisymmetric term can be approximated ' by a parallel-plate capacitor of separation 2zo/a as shown in Fig. 3(b Equation (28) (i=c, m, orz), (31) As in Sec. II, F, = f I, '(co) 
and we have assumed Acoz «co,cu"~, ' for simplicity. We can find the other two equations which are analogous to Eq. (30) for the magnetron cooling beam and axial cooling beam. By summing these equations, we arrive at expressions for the total rates of change of average quantum numbers for the three degrees of freedom d ( n; ) /dt (i =c, m, or z). These expressions take the form d(n, )ldt=C;, (n, )+C; (n )+C;, (n, )+d; Eqs. (10) or (13) (d(n, ) ldt =0) and we find that the (n; ) reach certain minimum values for given N& and F~(g=c, m, z). These solutions can in general be quite complicated.
To get some estimate for the minimum values for (n; ), we have solved these equations for the following simple conditions. We assume f, = f, » = f" and require a solution where (n, ) =(n ) =(n, ) =(n ). For F, =F =F, =F, this implies the condition 1V, =2N, =8% /11 on the laser beam intensities and we obtain (n ) =(11/48F)(y/cu ) (32) This has the same form as Eqs. (2), (10), and (13). For these solutions to hold, we have required p « 1 or co& «co and co «~, «co, ' & co, . These conditions may only be approximated in an experiment. To see this, we note that we can write co~/co, = 1.3 (1,/100 nm) B 'Z ', where B is in tesla, Z is the ion charge (in units of the proton charge), co, is the unshifted cyclotron frequency,~, = qB /mc, and A, is the wavelength of the cooling laser radiation. To satisfy the above conditions, we require a large magnetic field and a relatively long wavelength cooling transition. A possible case might be B+ [A, ('So~P & ) =268 nm] at 15 T. Here, co~/co, =0.012, and co and co, can be adjusted so that Eq. (32) should be reasonably accurate.
In practice, it is usually easier to make co, co~, and co, in the rf trap be much larger than cu can be made in the Penning trap. Therefore, the conditions for sideband cooling are more easily satisfied in the rf trap than in the Penning trap. The limit on how high we can make cu is a limit on how large a magnetic field we can achieve, since we must always have ' co &co, /v'2&co, ' In Table I are given for the unsaturated spectrum. In (b) the radiation intensity is adjusted so that the upper sideband is just saturated.
The amplitude of the weak lower sideband is a direct measure of (n, ).
We can verify that the sideband cooling limit given by Eqs. (10), (13) then the fluorescence will immediately appear after admitting the 194-nm radiation. After each such detection cycle, the ion must be recooled by sideband cooling.
First, assume we measure the absorption spectrum along one of the principal axes (x, y, or z) while staying below saturation intensity on the carrier. In the LambDicke limit, the strength of the lower sideband (assuming the carrier strength is equal to 1) is (n")P and that of the upper sideband is ((n, )+1)P. Here we assume that n"=n; and P=f3; for i =x, y, or z. If (n, ) « I, the lower sideband will be very small and the upper sideband will have amplitude P, as indicated qualitatively in Fig.  6(a) This has been demonstrated in recent experiments on single ions. ' ' In this case, the noise in the experiments is dominated by the shot noise in the clocktransition measurement. That is, the noise in the measurement process is governed by the fluctuations in whether or not the ion has undergone the clock transition after application of the clock radiation. If we assume 100% detection efficiency in the double-resonance experiment de- scribed in Sec. V (Fig. 6) , the inaximum signal-to-noise ratio for determining line center of the clock transition is given by measuring the transition probability at the half- 
